
We are pleased to welcome Congressman Brett Guthrie who represents Kentucky's 

Second Congressional District in the U.S. House of Representatives. Mr. Guthrie 

serves on both the House Energy and Commerce Committee and the House 

Committee on Education and the Workforce for the 114th Congress. Very soon, he 

will will be introducing legislation to re-authorize federal funding for the EHDI 

program. We grateful to him for his leadership and efforts on behalf of children who 

are deaf or hard of hearing and their families

Mr. Guthrie is a graduate of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, with a degree in 

economics and went on to serve as a Field Artillery Officer in the 101st Airborne 

Division. He later earned a Master's Degree from Yale University in Public and Private 

Management. He is a proven leader and well acquainted with issues related to public 

health, education, and how a little bit of federal money, properly managed, can work 

wonders in the lives of children and families. 

He has devoted much of life to public service at both the state and national level and 

we are honored that he would take time from his busy schedule to speak to us today 

to provide us with an “overview of Congressional Action on Hearing Health.”
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Each year we ask people in the EHDI Community to 

submit nominations for the Antonia Brancia Maxon

Award for EHDI Excellence Each of this year’s 

nominees has made outstanding contributions to 

EHDI programs. The people nominated for this 

award are the superstars –passionate about what 

they do, innovative, and persistent. 

May I invite each of the people listed here to come 

to the stage. Read names

Each of these people has made wonderful 

contributions to improving EHDI programs which 
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you can read about in the program book. Notably 

each of them has been doing their great work for 

many years.

To help us think about their accomplishments, I’d 

like to play a 3 minute video clip about a recently 

published best selling book entitled, A Path 

Appears
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The title of the book comes from a Chinese philosopher named Lu Xun, who said, 

Hope is like a path in the countryside. Originally, there is nothing, but as people walk 

this way again and again, A Path Appears. 

In other words, as a result of being willing to take a new path, and by being persistent 

in following that path, we can find the solutions that were always there --- a PATH 

APPEARS 

PLAY VIDEO
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I have a copy of the book, A PATH APPEARS, for each one of you that we present with 

our appreciation to you for the paths you have created to improve EHDI services for 

children and families. Thank you for your vision to see potential paths in messy 

landscapes, your hopes for change, and your persistence that created new and better 

paths.

In other words, each of you has found solutions because of your vision and 

persistence. In the words of the book that were repeated in the video we just saw, all 

of you have demonstrated with your actions that “What you have to do is dream 

about the future—have hope for the future – and that’s how the future changes. . . . 

Everyone, everywhere can have an impact on humanity. Through hope we can 

achieve our dreams

The selection committee had a difficult decision because all of these people have 

demonstrate that kind of hope and achievement. Recognizing the wonderful 

accomplishments of each person standing here on the stage, we have selected 

Elizabeth Seeliger as the recipient of the 2015 Antonia Brancia Maxon Award for EHDI 

Excellence
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Before closing today, we have one more award. 

This is a lifetime achievement award for someone 

who has shunned the limelight for many years, but 

who has  arguably contributed more to establishing 

and improving EHDI programs than anyone else. 

Her steady hand on the rudder has guided us 

through storms and droughts, her wisdom and 

persistence have enabled the EHDI program to not 

only survive, but to prosper. She is the epitomy of 

what the authors of A PATH APPEARS are helping 

us to understand about how to bring about 

transformative changes. With no fuss or bother, 

she has moved resolutely ahead for more than 2 
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decades, never taking her eye off the goal. 

Although that work is not yet finished, she has laid 

a firm foundation for the rest of us to build on

May I invite Irene Forsman to come to the podium

On April 30th, Irene will be retiring from the 

Maternal and Child Health Bureau and the rest of 

us will have to step up to the plate and continue 

the work. Abraham Lincoln once said, Whatever 

you are, be a good one.” He was unknowingly 

describing Irene Forsman as a project officer. In 

almost 40 years of doing federally funded projects, 

I have never had another project officer like Irene 

Forsman, In the words of Abe Lincoln, she is 

certainly, a good one. 

We have a copy of the book, A PATH APPEARS –

signed by dozens and dozens of your EHDI friends, 

so you will remember that you have been 

responsible for transformative changes in the EHDI 

Program. We also have a plaque that is inscribed 

with your name and the message…….You will be 

missed, but not forgotten. We wish you well, but 

we hope you willnot forget that you are always 
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welcome and that you have a lifetime 

complimentary registration to attend the National 

EHDI Conference
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